Selective sentinel lymphadenectomy for malignant melanoma.
To date, selective sentinel lymphadenectomy (SSL) should be considered a standard approach for staging patients with primary invasive melanoma greater than or equal to 1 mm. It is imperative that the multidisciplinary team master the techniques of preoperative lymphoscintigraphy, intraoperative lymphatic mapping, and postoperative pathologic evaluation of the sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs). A SLN is defined as a blue, "hot", or any subsequent lymph node greater than 10% of the in vivo count of the hottest lymph node and as an enlarged or indurated lymph node. Frozen sections are not recommended. For extremity melanoma, delayed SSL may be performed. Preoperative lymphoscintigraphy for extremity melanoma may be done the night before so that surgery can be scheduled as the first case of the following day. Every surgeon who uses blue dye should be cognizant of the potential adverse reaction to isosulfan blue and treatment for such a potential fatal reaction. A complete lymph node dissection is done if the SLN is found to be positive. Elective lymph node dissection should not be done if SSL can be done as a staging procedure. It is important for investigators involved with SSL to follow the clinical outcome of their patients so that the role of SSL can be further defined.